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Mobile MaintiMizer Pro Edition is designed to help nomadic workers work smarter; 
saving facilities time and money while increasing productivity. Mobile MaintiMizer 
gives on-the-go workers access to MaintiMizer wherever they are, allowing them 
to create new or update existing data as soon as they observe it. This on-the-spot 
access minimizes data errors often associated with collecting data and entering it 
at a later date/time. 

Mobile MaintiMizer has full scanning capabilities allowing data look-up with advance 
settings and tab order selections. It is ideal for scanning barcodes and entering 
information into MaintiMizer on location and in real-time. Mobile MaintiMizer runs 
on Windows-ready mobile devices and requires either a Wi-Fi or cellular network 
connection. The software is installed on your web server and a small program is 
installed on your device. 

Mobile MaintiMizer covers six modules; Inventory, Work Order, Physical Count, 
Cycle Count, Receive Against a PO, and Equipment Reading. This technology puts 
powerful, real time information right in the pocket of the nomadic worker and gives 
them the ability to scan information into the system on location. Users agree Mobile 
MaintiMizer Pro Edition is a necessity in their facilities and they’d be lost without 
it!

We have designed Mobile MaintiMizer with the upmost regard for your system’s 
security. Access to Mobile MaintiMizer is controlled through role and right assignments 
determined through MaintiMizer Web Edition software. Mobile devices are also 
registered through MaintiMizer Web Edition allowing you to approve access to your 
data. Required fields, tab order, label text and field visibility are all controlled by 
settings in MaintiMizer Web Edition. 



Work Order Interface 
The most common module used in Mobile MaintiMizer is Work Order. Users 
are able to scan work order number, equipment number or part numbers 
using a barcode scanner to access or update work order information. The 
user also has the ability to enter notes, log the amount of hours worked, 
add SOPs or materials, update the work order status, or create a new work 
order. Users can also be automatically notified when a work order has been 
assigned to them. Advanced search options and quick access pop-up menu 
selections are key features at your disposal.  

Inventory Interface 
Assigning and tracking parts inventory is easy—select an employee and 
work order number, scan the part number you wish to use, the stock room 
you’ve taken it from, the location within that stock room, quantity, and 
finally the account number to charge it against. The inventory transaction 
and part quantity are updated in real time. Need to return a tool or a part to 
the stockroom? No problem, Mobile MaintiMizer can do that too!

Receive Against a PO                                       
Easily access records by searching vendor, status or PO number. Mobile 
MaintiMizer gives you quick to all line items for easy recording of parts 
received. Record where the newly received tool/part/equipment is located 
or post it to a work order as soon as you put it away. Mobile MaintiMizer 
allows you to close POs as soon as you have received the product.

Physical/Cycle Inventory Count Interface                                                                                
Using Mobile MaintiMizer Pro Edition and a mobile device to execute physical/
cycle inventory counts can save your staff significant time and help you 
maintain an accurate inventory. The 2-stage process allows for correction, 
reconciliation and finalization of the counts. An auto-counting option is also 
available for successive scans. All part quantities are updated in real time.

Equipment Reading                                                                             
Tired of taking equipment readings, writing down your findings and then 
having to enter it into your MaintiMizer system at a later date/time? Stop 
doing double the work and use Mobile MaintiMizer to enter equipment 
readings while standing next to the equipment, taking an actual reading.



About Ashcom Technologies

Ashcom Technologies, Inc. is a premier knowledge and business 
management company offering a one-stop solution to all your 
information processing needs. We specialize in the development and 
installation of state-of-the-art systems and technology designed to 
help your organization save money, increase quality, and improve 
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systems (DocuMizer™).
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